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Networks: Common Language
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Tasks on Networks
Classical ML tasks in networks:
§ Node classification

§ Predict a type of a given node
§ Link prediction

§ Predict whether two nodes are linked
§ Community detection

§ Identify densely linked clusters of nodes
§ Network similarity

§ How similar are two (sub)networks
3Jure Leskovec, Stanford University



Example: Node Classification

Many possible ways to create node features:
§ Node degree, PageRank score, motifs, …
§ Degree of neighbors, PageRank of 

neighbors, …
Jure Leskovec, Stanford University 4
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Machine Learning Lifecycle
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Network 
Data

Node 
Features

Learning 
Algorithm  

Model

Downstream 
prediction task

Feature 
Engineering

Automatically 
learn the features

(Supervised) Machine Learning Lifecycle: 
This feature, that feature. 
Every single time!

Jure Leskovec, Stanford University



Deep Learning in Graphs

…
z

Input: Network

Predictions: Node labels, 
New links, Generated 
graphs and subgraphs

6Jure Leskovec, Stanford University



f(     )=
Embedding Nodes

Intuition: Map nodes to d-dimensional 
embeddings such that similar nodes in 

the network are embedded close together

Heterogeneous
network

2-dimensional node
embeddings

How to learn !?

7Jure Leskovec, Stanford University



Example of an Embedding

§ Zachary’s Karate Club network:

Jure Leskovec, Stanford University 9

Example

• Zachary’s Karate Network:

18

DeepWalk: Online Learning of Social Representations. B. Perozzi, R. Al-Rfou, S Skiena, KDD 2014.

http://dl.acm.org/citation.cfm?id=2623732


Why Learn Embeddings?

The goal is to map each node into a 
low-dimensional space

§ Distributed representation for nodes
§ Similarity between nodes indicates link 

strength
§ Encodes network information and generate 

node representation

Jure Leskovec, Stanford University 10

What is network embedding?
• We map each node in a network into a low-

dimensional space
– Distributed representation for nodes
– Similarity between nodes indicate the link 

strength 
– Encode network information and generate node 

representation

17



Why is it Hard?
§ Modern deep learning toolbox is 

designed for simple sequences or grids
§ CNNs for fixed-size images/grids….

§ RNNs or word2vec for text/sequences…

11Jure Leskovec, Stanford University



Why Is It Hard?
§ But networks are far more complex!

§ Arbitrary size and complex topological 
structure (i.e., no spatial locality like grids)

§ No fixed node ordering or reference point
§ Often dynamic and have multimodal features

12

vs.

Networks Images

Text
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GraphSAGE: 
Graph Neural Networks

Jure Leskovec, Stanford University

Inductive Representation Learning on Large Graphs. 
W. Hamilton, R. Ying, J. Leskovec. Neural Information Processing Systems (NIPS), 2017.
Representation Learning on Graphs: Methods and Applications. 
W. Hamilton, R. Ying, J. Leskovec. IEEE Data Engineering Bulletin, 2017.

https://cs.stanford.edu/people/jure/pubs/graphsage-nips17.pdf
https://cs.stanford.edu/people/jure/pubs/graphrepresentation-ieee17.pdf


Setup

We have a graph !:
§ " is the vertex set

§ # is the adjacency matrix (assume binary)

§ $ ∈ ℝ'×|*| is a matrix of node features

§ Meaningful node features:

– Social networks: User profile

– Biological networks: gene expression profiles, 
gene functional information

§ No features:

– Indicator vectors (one-hot encoding of a node)
Jure Leskovec, Stanford University 14



A Naïve Approach

§ Join adjacency matrix and features

§ Feed them into a deep neural net:

§ Issues with this idea:
§ !(#) parameters

§ Not applicable to graphs of different sizes

§ Not invariant to node ordering
Jure Leskovec, Stanford University 15

End-to-end learning on graphs with GCNs Thomas Kipf
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0     1     1     1     0          1     0
1     0     0     1     1          0     0
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Feat

A naïve approach
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• Take adjacency matrix     and feature matrix   

• Concatenate them  

• Feed them into deep (fully connected) neural net 

• Done?

Problems:

• Huge number of parameters 
• No inductive learning possible

?A

C

B

D

E

[A,X]



Idea: Convolutional Networks

CNN on an image:

Jure Leskovec, Stanford University 16

Goal is to generalize convolutions beyond simple lattices

Leverage node features/attributes (e.g., text, images)



From Images to Networks

Single CNN layer with 3x3 filter:

Jure Leskovec, Stanford University 17

End-to-end learning on graphs with GCNs Thomas Kipf

Convolutional neural networks (on grids)

5

(Animation by  
Vincent Dumoulin)

Single CNN layer with 3x3 filter:

Image Graph

Transform information at the neighbors and combine it
§ Transform “messages” ℎ" from neighbors: #" ℎ"
§ Add them up: ∑"#" ℎ"



Real-World Graphs

But what if your graphs look like this?

Jure Leskovec, Stanford University 18

End-to-end learning on graphs with GCNs Thomas Kipf

or this:

Graph-structured data

6

… …

…

Input

Hidden layer Hidden layer

ReLU

Output

ReLU

What if our data looks like this?

End-to-end learning on graphs with GCNs Thomas Kipf

or this:

Graph-structured data

6

… …

…

Input

Hidden layer Hidden layer

ReLU

Output

ReLU

What if our data looks like this?

or this:

§ Examples:
Social networks, Information networks, 
Knowledge graphs, Communication 
networks, Web graph, …



Graph Convolutional Networks

Graph Convolutional Networks: 

Jure Leskovec, Stanford University 19

Problem: For a given subgraph how to come 
with canonical node ordering
Learning convolutional neural networks for graphs. M. Niepert,  M. Ahmed, K. Kutzkov ICML. 2016.

End-to-end learning on graphs with GCNs Thomas Kipf

or this:

Graph-structured data

6

… …

…

Input

Hidden layer Hidden layer

ReLU

Output

ReLU

What if our data looks like this?

Learning Convolutional Neural Networks for Graphs

a sequence of words. However, for numerous graph col-
lections a problem-specific ordering (spatial, temporal, or
otherwise) is missing and the nodes of the graphs are not
in correspondence. In these instances, one has to solve two
problems: (i) Determining the node sequences for which
neighborhood graphs are created and (ii) computing a nor-
malization of neighborhood graphs, that is, a unique map-
ping from a graph representation into a vector space rep-
resentation. The proposed approach, termed PATCHY-SAN,
addresses these two problems for arbitrary graphs. For each
input graph, it first determines nodes (and their order) for
which neighborhood graphs are created. For each of these
nodes, a neighborhood consisting of exactly k nodes is ex-
tracted and normalized, that is, it is uniquely mapped to a
space with a fixed linear order. The normalized neighbor-
hood serves as the receptive field for a node under consider-
ation. Finally, feature learning components such as convo-
lutional and dense layers are combined with the normalized
neighborhood graphs as the CNN’s receptive fields.

Figure 2 illustrates the PATCHY-SAN architecture which
has several advantages over existing approaches: First, it
is highly efficient, naively parallelizable, and applicable to
large graphs. Second, for a number of applications, rang-
ing from computational biology to social network analysis,
it is important to visualize learned network motifs (Milo
et al., 2002). PATCHY-SAN supports feature visualiza-
tions providing insights into the structural properties of
graphs. Third, instead of crafting yet another graph kernel,
PATCHY-SAN learns application dependent features with-
out the need to feature engineering. Our theoretical contri-
butions are the definition of the normalization problem on
graphs and its complexity; a method for comparing graph
labeling approaches for a collection of graphs; and a result
that shows that PATCHY-SAN generalizes CNNs on images.
Using standard benchmark data sets, we demonstrate that
the learned CNNs for graphs are both efficient and effec-
tive compared to state of the art graph kernels.

2. Related Work
Graph kernels allow kernel-based learning approaches such
as SVMs to work directly on graphs (Vishwanathan et al.,
2010). Kernels on graphs were originally defined as sim-
ilarity functions on the nodes of a single graph (Kondor
& Lafferty, 2002). Two representative classes of kernels
are the skew spectrum kernel (Kondor & Borgwardt, 2008)
and kernels based on graphlets (Kondor et al., 2009; Sher-
vashidze et al., 2009). The latter is related to our work,
as it builds kernels based on fixed-sized subgraphs. These
subgraphs, which are often called motifs or graphlets, re-
flect functional network properties (Milo et al., 2002; Alon,
2007). However, due to the combinatorial complexity of
subgraph enumeration, graphlet kernels are restricted to

... ...
neighborhood graph construction

convolutional architecture

graph normalization

Figure 2. An illustration of the proposed architecture. A node
sequence is selected from a graph via a graph labeling procedure.
For some nodes in the sequence, a local neighborhood graph is as-
sembled and normalized. The normalized neighborhoods are used
as receptive fields and combined with existing CNN components.

subgraphs with few nodes. An effective class of graph
kernels are the Weisfeiler-Lehman (WL) kernels (Sher-
vashidze et al., 2011). WL kernels, however, only sup-
port discrete features and use memory linear in the num-
ber of training examples at test time. PATCHY-SAN uses
WL as one possible labeling procedure to compute re-
ceptive fields. Deep graph kernels (Yanardag & Vish-
wanathan, 2015) and graph invariant kernels (Orsini et al.,
2015) compare graphs based on the existence or count of
small substructures such as shortest paths (Borgwardt &
Kriegel, 2005), graphlets, subtrees, and other graph in-
variants (Haussler, 1999; Orsini et al., 2015). In con-
trast, PATCHY-SAN learns substructures from graph data
and is not limited to a predefined set of motifs. More-
over, while all graph kernels have a training complexity
at least quadratic in the number of graphs (Shervashidze
et al., 2011), which is prohibitive for large-scale problems,
PATCHY-SAN scales linearly with the number of graphs.

Graph neural networks (GNNs) (Scarselli et al., 2009) are
a recurrent neural network architecture defined on graphs.
GNNs apply recurrent neural networks for walks on the
graph structure, propagating node representations until a
fixed point is reached. The resulting node representations
are then used as features in classification and regression
problems. GNNs support only discrete labels and perform
as many backpropagation operations as there are edges and
nodes in the graph per learning iteration. Gated Graph Se-
quence Neural Networks modify GNNs to use gated recur-
rent units and to output sequences (Li et al., 2015).

Recent work extended CNNs to topologies that differ from
the low-dimensional grid structure (Bruna et al., 2014;
Henaff et al., 2015). All of these methods, however, assume
one global graph structure, that is, a correspondence of the
vertices across input examples. (Duvenaud et al., 2015)
perform convolutional type operations on graphs, develop-
ing a differentiable variant of one specific graph feature.

https://arxiv.org/abs/1605.05273


Our Approach: GraphSAGE

Learn how to propagate information across 
the graph to compute node features

20Jure Leskovec, Stanford University

Determine node 
computation graph

!

Propagate and
transform information

!

Idea: Node’s neighborhood defines a 
computation graph

Semi-Supervised Classification with Graph Convolutional Networks. T. N. Kipf, M. Welling, ICLR 2017

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1609.02907.pdf
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Our Approach: GraphSAGE

21Jure Leskovec, Stanford University

Each node defines a computation graph
§ Each edge in this graph is a 

transformation/aggregation function 
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Our Approach: GraphSAGE

22Jure Leskovec, Stanford University

Intuition: Nodes aggregate information from 
their neighbors using neural networks

Neural networks



Idea: Aggregate Neighbors

Intuition: Network neighborhood 
defines a computation graph

Jure Leskovec, Stanford University 23

Every node defines a computation 
graph based on its neighborhood!



Deep Model: Many Layers

§ Model can be of arbitrary depth:
§ Nodes have embeddings at each layer

§ Layer-0 embedding of node ! is its input feature, "!

Jure Leskovec, Stanford University 24
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Our Approach: GraphSAGE

25Jure Leskovec, Stanford University

Q(1)
W(1)

Q(1)

W(1)

W(2) Q(2)

Update for node !:

ℎ#(%&') = * + % ℎ#% , -
.∈0 #

*(1 % ℎ.% )

§ ℎ#2 = attributes of node 3
§ Σ ⋅ : Aggregator function (e.g., avg., LSTM, max-pooling)

Transform 3’s own 
embedding from level 6

Transform and aggregate
embeddings of neighbors 7

6 + 1:; level
embedding of node 3



GraphSAGE: Training (1)

§ Backpropagation:

Jure Leskovec, Stanford University 26
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§ Loss (measures error):

§ Classification/Regression: ℒ ℎ# = %# − ' ℎ#
(

§ Pairwise Loss: ℒ ℎ#, ℎ* = max(0, 1 − 1234 ℎ#, ℎ* )
§ Then locally backpropagate the gradient/signal to 

update the parameters

6ℒ
67 , 6ℒ68



GraphSAGE: Training (2)

§ Assume parameter sharing:

Jure Leskovec, Stanford University 27

W(2) W(2) W(2)

Q(2) Q(2) Q(2)

W(1)

Q(1)

§ Two types of parameters:
§ Aggregate function can have parameters
§ Matrices !(#), &(#)

§ Adapt to inductive setting (e.g., unsupervised loss, 
neighborhood sampling, minibatch optimization)

§ Generalized notion of “aggregating neighborhood”



Inductive Capability

§ The same aggregation parameters are shared 
for all nodes

§ The number of model parameters is sublinear 
in |V|	and we can generalize to unseen nodes!

Jure Leskovec, Stanford University 28

INPUT GRAPH

B

D
E

F

CA

Compute graph for node A Compute graph for node B

shared parameters

shared parameters

$(&), )(&)



Inductive Capability

29

train with a snapshot new node arrives
generate embedding 

for new node

Jure Leskovec, Stanford University

zu

Even for nodes we 
never trained on!



Inductive Capability

30

Inductive node embedding          generalize to entirely unseen graphs

e.g., train on protein interaction graph from model organism A and 
generate embeddings on newly collected data about organism B

train on one graph generalize to new graph

Jure Leskovec, Stanford University

zu



GraphSAGE: Benefits

§ Can use different aggregators !
§ Mean (simple element-wise mean), LSTM (to a random 

order of nodes),  Max-pooling (element-wise max)
§ Can use different loss functions:

§ Cross entropy, Hinge loss, ranking loss
§ Model has a constant number of parameters
§ Fast scalable inference
§ Can be applied to any node in any network

Jure Leskovec, Stanford University 31



PinSAGE for 
Recommender Systems

32

Graph Convolutional Neural Networks for Web-Scale Recommender Systems. R. Ying, R. 
He, K. Chen, P. Eksombatchai, W. L. Hamilton, J. Leskovec. KDD, 2018.

https://cs.stanford.edu/people/jure/pubs/pinsage-kdd18.pdf


Application: Pinterest

33

Human curated collection of pins

Pins: Visual bookmarks someone 
has saved from the internet to a 
board they’ve created.
Pin features: Image, text, links

Boards
Representation Learning on Networks, snap.stanford.edu/proj/embeddings-www, WWW 2018 7Jure Leskovec, Stanford University



PinSage: Overview 
§ PinSage graph convolutional network:

§ Goal: Generate embeddings for nodes (e.g., 
Pins/images) in a web-scale Pinterest graph 
containing billions of objects

§ Key Idea: Borrow information from nearby nodes
§ E.g., bed rail Pin might look like a garden fence, but 

gates and beds are rarely adjacent in the graph

§ Pin embeddings are essential to various tasks like 
recommendation of Pins, classification, ranking
– Services like “Related Pins”, “Search”, “Shopping”, “Ads”

Jure Leskovec, Stanford University 34

[Ying et al., WWW 2018]



Task Overview

§ Challenges: 
§ Massive size: 3 billion nodes, 20 billion edges
§ Heterogeneous data: Rich image and text features

Task: Recommend related pins to users.

Source pin

8

Task: Learn node 
embeddings !" such 
that
# !$%&'(, !$%&'*
< #(!$%&'(, !-.'%/'0)

Jure Leskovec, Stanford University



Curriculum Learning
Goal: Identify target pin among 3B pins
§ Issue: Need to learn with resolution of 1 vs. 3B
§ Idea: Use harder and harder negative samples
§ Include more and more hard negative samples for 

each epoch 

36

Source pin Positive Hard negativeEasy negative
Jure Leskovec, Stanford University



GraphSAGE Training

§ Leverage inductive capability, and 
train on individual subgraphs
§ 300 million nodes, 1 billion edges, 

1.2 billion pin pairs (Q, X)

§ Large batch size: 2048 per minibatch

Jure Leskovec, Stanford University 37



GraphSAGE: Inference

§ Use MapReduce for
model inference

§ Avoids repeated computation

Jure Leskovec, Stanford University 38



Experiments

Related Pin recommendations

§ Given user is looking at pin Q, predict 
what pin X are they going to save next 

§ Baselines for comparison
§ Visual: VGG-16 visual features

§ Annotation: Word2Vec model

§ Pixie: Random-walk based algorithm

§ PinSage

§ Setup: Embed 3B pins, perform nearest 
neighbor to generate recommendations

Jure Leskovec, Stanford University 39



PinSAGE Performance

40

Set-up: Rank true “next-clicked” pin against 
~109 other candidates.

MRR: Mean reciprocal 
rank of true example.

Baselines: Deep 
content-based models

0
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0.1
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RW-GCN Visual Annotation
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Performance comparison in MRR

PinSage

Jure Leskovec, Stanford University



PinSAGE Recommendations

41Jure Leskovec, Stanford University



PinSAGE Recommendations

42Jure Leskovec, Stanford University



Decagon: Drug Side 
Effect Prediction

43

Modeling Polypharmacy Side Effects with Graph Convolutional Networks. M. Zitnik, M. 
Agrawal, J. Leskovec. Bioinformatics, 2018.

https://cs.stanford.edu/people/jure/pubs/drugcomb-ismb18.pdf


Polypharmacy side effects

Many patients take multiple drugs to 
treat complex or co-existing diseases:
§ 25% of people ages 65-69 take more than 5 drugs

§ 46% of people ages 70-79 take more than 5 drugs

§ Many patients take more than 20 drugs to treat heart 
disease, depression, insomnia, etc.

[Charlesworth et al., 2015]

,
30% 
prob.

65% 
prob.

44Jure Leskovec, Stanford University



Graph: Molecular, Drug & Patient

§ Protein-protein interactions: Physical 
interactions in humans [720 k edges]

§ Drug-target relationships [19 k edges]
§ Side effects of drug pairs: National adverse 

event reporting system [4.6 M edges]
§ Final graph has 966 different edge types

Protein-protein interaction
Drug-protein interactionNausea side effect

Mumps side effect

Protein-protein interaction
Drug-protein interactionNausea side effect

Mumps side effect

45

Drug pair !, # leads 
to side effect $%

Ciprofloxacin
r1

r2

Simvastatin

Mupirocin

r2

Doxycycline

S

C

MD

Jure Leskovec, Stanford University



Decagon: Graph Neural Net

1. Encoder: Take the graph and 
learn an embedding for every 
node

2. Decoder: Use the learned 
embeddings to predict side 
effects

r, ?

Embedding

46Jure Leskovec, Stanford University



Encoder: Embeddings
v

v

v

47Jure Leskovec, Stanford University



Encoder: Embeddings

A batch of computation graphs

v

v

v

48Jure Leskovec, Stanford University



Decoder: Link Prediction

v

v

v

p – probability 49Jure Leskovec, Stanford University



Results: Side Effect Prediction

36% average in AP@50 improvement over baselines

0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4
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0.7

0.8

0.9

AUROC AP@50

Jure Leskovec, Stanford University 50



De novo Predictions
Drug c Drug d

51Jure Leskovec, Stanford University



De novo Predictions

Evidence foundDrug c Drug d

52Jure Leskovec, Stanford University



Reasoning in 
Knowledge Graphs

53

Embedding Logical Queries on Knowledge Graphs. W. Hamilton, P. Bajaj, M. Zitnik, D. 
Jurafsky, J. Leskovec. Neural Information Processing Systems (NIPS), 2018.

https://arxiv.org/abs/1806.01445


Knowledge Graph
Heterogeneous Knowledge Graphs

54Jure Leskovec, Stanford University

Biological interactions Online communities



Conjunctive Graph Queries

55

Query formula

Query DAG

Example subgraphs 
that satisfy the query

Jure Leskovec, Stanford University



Predictive Graph Queries

Key challenges: Big graphs and queries 
can involve noisy and unobserved data!

Problem: Naïve link prediction and graph 
template matching are too expensive

56

?
Some links might be 

noisy or unobserved or 
haven’t occurred yet

?

Jure Leskovec, Stanford University



Overview of Our Framework

§ Input:

§ Output:
• 1) Graph embedding

• 2) Logical operations:
• P : Projection

• I : set intersection
57Jure Leskovec, Stanford University



Example: Twitter

58

mA

mB

1. Start with embeddings of 
media outlets A and B

Jure Leskovec, Stanford University

Query: “Predict users likely to retweet events
shared by both media outlets A and B”



Example: Twitter

59

mA

mB

2. Project according to the 
“share” relation

Events likely to be 
shared by outlet A Events likely to be 

shared by outlet B

Pshare

Pshare

Jure Leskovec, Stanford University

Query: “Predict users likely to retweet events
shared by both media outlets A and B”



Example: Twitter

60

mA

mB

3. Take intersection of the 
event embeddings

I

Events likely to be 
shared by both outlet A 

and B

Jure Leskovec, Stanford University

Pshare

Pshare

Query: “Predict users likely to retweet events
shared by both media outlets A and B”



Example: Twitter

61

mA

mB

4. Project according to 
the “retweet” relation

Nearest neighbors
are users likely to 

retweet about events 
to be shared by both 

outlet A and B

P re
tw
ee
te
d

Jure Leskovec, Stanford University

Pshare

Pshare

Query: “Predict users likely to retweet events
shared by both media outlets A and B”



Reasoning in Knowledge Space

Jure Leskovec, Stanford University 62



Model Specification

Goal: Find…
§ Node embeddings

§ Projection operator !: ! ", $ = &' ⋅ )*
§ Applies transition of relation $ to "

§ Intersection operator +: 
+ ",…. = /0 ⋅ AGG34,...6(NN(q:))
§ Set intersection in the embedding space

Jure Leskovec, Stanford University 63

τ… edge type
γ… node type
R?… matrix
WA… matrix

Ψ… aggregator
NN… neural net



Model Training

Training examples: Queries on the graph

§ Positives: Path with a known answer
§ “Standard” negatives: Random nodes of the 

correct answer type
§ “Hard” negatives: Correct answers if a logical 

conjunction is relaxed to a disjunction
§ Loss:

Jure Leskovec, Stanford University 64



Performance

§ Performance on different query types:

65

Query graph

Jure Leskovec, Stanford University



Conclusion

Deep Learning 
for Networks

Jure Leskovec, Stanford University 66

vecnode

!: # → ℝ&
ℝ&

Feature representation, 
embedding

u



Summary

§ Graph Convolution Networks
§ Generalize beyond simple convolutions

§ Fuses node features & graph info
§ State-of-the-art accuracy for node 

classification and link prediction.

§ Model size independent of graph size; 
can scale to billions of nodes
§ Largest embedding to date (3B nodes, 17B edges)

§ Leads to significant performance gains
Jure Leskovec, Stanford University 67



Conclusion

Results from the past 1-2 years have shown:

§ Representation learning paradigm can be 
extended to graphs

§ No feature engineering necessary

§ Can effectively combine node attribute data 
with the network information

§ State-of-the-art results in a number of 
domains/tasks

§ Use end-to-end training instead of 
multi-stage approaches for better performance

Jure Leskovec, Stanford University 68



Conclusion

Next steps:

§ Multimodal & dynamic/evolving settings

§ Domain-specific adaptations 
(e.g. for recommender systems) 

§ Graph generation 

§ Prediction beyond simple pairwise edges

§ Multi-hop edge prediction

§ Theory of representational capacity

Jure Leskovec, Stanford University 69
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